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The Great Shaking has begun 
 
There is a season for every age. And then that season must give way for a new era.  
God shakes heaven and earth when it is time for a new season, a new age.  Things that 
are built on sand fall away....this last week was just a glimpse of the end of an era. 
 
I have a problem as you know from my writings of the usual end time signs of 
evangelical prophecy preachers. Basically the usual signs of Matthew 24 are indeed 
signs of "end times'...except it is the wrong end times for another season another era 
now past.  Jesus was very explicit that "this generation" shall not pass away till all 
these signs shall be fulfilled.  And they all were...from 33 AD to 70 AD.  Jerusalem 
surrounded by armies, the temple destroyed, persecution, false christs, wars, signs in 
the sky.... 
 
What is true from prophetic literature in scripture is that there are clear signs in the 
earth and among nations when God is about to make a shift in an era towards a new 
season.  The end times of the New Testament writers were the end of the Old 
Covenant and the beginning of the New Covenant.  There was a cross over generation 
that lived through the transition.  
 
The Old Covenant died when Christ became the sacrificial offering for the sins of the 
world on 6 April 33 AD. No more temple and no more High Priest needed. The New 
Covenant was inaugurated on the Day of Pentecost when 120 were filled with the 
Holy Spirit.  But the Jerusalem church under the leadership of James the brother of 
Jesus were still operating as if the Old Covenant were still operating.  That is why 
Paul had such a tongue lashing for Peter in Galatians.... Peter scared he would be 
defiled by eating with Gentile Christians! 
 
The destruction of Jerusalem and the temple in 70 AD settled all theological debates 
with the Judiazers.  Paul was right.  No more temple, no more sacrifices, no more 
High Priest.  Christ is now the High Priest in heaven for all mankind. 
 
We are now in such a time of generational transition.  The charismatic evangelical 
movement does not understand this transition our generation is going through.  The 40 
years between 1980 and 2020 have changed all eschatology.  Not one of the 
prophecies of the 1970's of the rapture, Armageddon, end times etc have come true.   
 
The result is that church leaders are in confusion and they are confusing their 
followers.  None of the things happening in the world today fit the old "end times" 
paradigm.   
 
I am going to give you some of the headlines from just this last week as typical signs 
of the new end times paradigm.  My position has always been that we are truly in the 
end of an era and this generation is the transition generation into a new era.  And I do 
this to give you help in making sense of the world news with regard to God's 



Kingdom agenda. 
 
Let me just quickly give you the Kingdom Vision three great era's of God....they refer 
to the historical fulfillment of the three great feasts of Israel that were required of all 
Israelites to attend in Jerusalem. 
1) The feast of Passover 
2) The feast of Pentecost 
3) The feast of Tabernacles. 
 
The feast of Passover was literally fulfilled when Jesus Christ was sacrificed as the 
Passover lamb on the Day of Passover. 
The feast of Pentecost was literally fulfilled when the Holy Spirit was outpoured on 
the Day of Pentecost. 
 
Therefore there is one more feast to literally be fulfilled....The great Feast of 
Tabernacles!  I am not going to here describe to you what the Feast of Tabernacles is 
all about....but it is an incredible era of power and prosperity and a new world and a 
new heavens that is ready to emerge in the world. 
 
My contention is that we are now at the end of the Pentecost era.  We are transitioning 
into a new season...a new age.  And this is what God says happens when He 
transitions for a new age.... 
 
Heb 12:26-29  Whose voice then shook the earth: but now he hath 

promised, saying, Yet once more I shake not the earth only, but also 
heaven.  And this word, Yet once more, signifieth the removing of 
those things that are shaken, as of things that are made, that those 
things which cannot be shaken may remain.  

      Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, let us 
have grace, whereby we may serve God acceptably with reverence 
and godly fear:  

      For our God is a consuming fire.  
    
Do you see that phrase..."Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be 
moved..."  Means that God is now ready to manifest His Kingdom here on earth in a 
new and powerful way...but must first shake the heavens and the earth so that things 
not planted by Him are collapsed to make room for His unmovable endless Kingdom 
on earth and heaven....and make us ready to receive that Kingdom! 
 
Last week I told you of signs in the sun and the stars and the strange weather cycles 
coming.  This week I give you headlines of just this past week of things that are being 
shaken be God so that anything that does not fit His Kingdom agenda is going to be 
over, finished, replaced....because as the above scripture says 'Our God is a 
consuming fire"...."consuming" meaning anything built with "hay, wood and stubble" 
gets consumed to be replaced by 'gold silver and precious stones". 
 
Oh by the way a nice headline just today....remember my blog where I told you man 
made climate change through CO2 was nonsense...well how about this article today: 
 



Bombshell Claim: Scientists Find "Man-made Climate 
Change Doesn't Exist In Practice"  

A new scientific study could bust wide open deeply flawed fundamental assumptions 
underlying controversial climate legislation and initiatives such as the Green New 
Deal, namely, the degree to which 'climate change' is driven by natural phenomena 
vs. man-made issues measured as carbon footprint. Scientists in Finland found 
"practically no anthropogenic [man-made] climate change" after a series of 
studies.  

“During the last hundred years the temperature increased about 0.1°C because of 
carbon dioxide. The human contribution was about 0.01°C”, the Finnish 
researchers bluntly state in one among a series of papers. 

This has been collaborated by a team at Kobe University in Japan, which has 
furthered the Finnish researchers' theory: "New evidence suggests that high-energy 
particles from space known as galactic cosmic rays affect the Earth's climate by 
increasing cloud cover, causing an 'umbrella effect'," the just published study has 
found, a summary of which has been released in the journal Science Daily. The 
findings are hugely significant given this 'umbrella effect' — an entirely natural 
occurrence — could be the prime driver of climate warming, and not man-made 
factors.  

Now here some headlines this week of the end of an era things falling apart as God 
shakes economies, nations, politicians, banks.... 

Persian Gulf Conflict Could Send Oil Beyond $325  

The possibility of Iran attempting to close the Strait of Hormuz to tanker traffic has 
increased significantly in recent weeks, as has the possibility of a Persian Gulf War, 
especially with the Islamic Republics’ intentional destruction of a U.S. surveillance 
drone on June 20. 

This act provides weight to Tehran’s threat that it will inflict a heavy toll on U.S. 
allies in the region if attacked by American forces and will not allow these same 
countries to export their oil if it can’t export its own. The impact on oil markets of an 
Iranian closure of the Strait of Hormuz would be enormous. 

Strait of Hormuz Closure 

The leadership of the Iranian Navy and the Revolutionary Guard Navy, knowing they 
could never challenge the U.S. in a conventional naval contest, have been 
accumulating considerable asymmetric and other capabilities to enable the Islamic 
Republic to close the Strait of Hormuz since the “tanker war” in the Persian Gulf 
during the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq War. 

These capabilities include thousands of sea mines, torpedoes, advanced cruise 
missiles, regular-sized and mini-submarines, and a flotilla of small fast-attack boats, 
most of which are concentrated in the strait region. 



Pentagon planners believe Iran would use all of these capabilities in an integrated 
fashion to both disrupt maritime traffic in the Strait of Hormuz and attempt to deny 
American and allied forces access to the region. Iranian naval forces are viewed as a 
“credible threat” to international shipping in the strait. 

The Shaking Won't Stop: More Than 10,000 Quakes Strike 
California, Nevada In Last 7 Days  

The ground is constantly shaking in southern California right now, and this has 
many concerned that another large earthquake may be coming.  I have been keeping 
my eye on Cal Tech’s recent earthquake map, and as I write this article it says that 
there have been 10,053 earthquakes in California and Nevada over the past 7 days.  I 
have never seen that number so high, and southern California is being hit by yet 
another new earthquake every few moments.  

Most of the earthquakes are happening out in the Ridgecrest area where we witnessed 
the magnitude 6.4 earthquake that hit on July 4th and the magnitude 7.1 earthquake 
that hit on July 5th.  But as you can see from Cal Tech’s map, there has been a 
tremendous amount of seismic activity along the San Andreas fault as well.  As I 
discussed the other day, the San Andreas fault is “locked and loaded” and it is way 
overdue for “the Big One”.  Could it be possible that all of this earthquake activity is 
leading up to something really big? 

The Jeffrey Epstein Case Has The Potential To Be The 
Biggest Scandal In American History 

We are about to open up a can of worms that could turn our entire country completely 
upside down by the time it is all said and done. Billionaire Jeffrey Epstein’s horrific 
crimes have been well known for a very long time, and I have been writing about them 
for many years. In fact, there were some people that really, really didn’t like it when I 
wrote about Bill Clinton’s connections to Jeffrey Epstein and “the Lolita Express” 
during the 2016 presidential election. Flight records show that Bill Clinton took 26 
trips on board Jeffrey Epstein’s infamous private plane, and Clinton also spent an 
enormous amount of time on Epstein’s secluded private “sex island” where underage 
girls were routinely abused. Of course Jeffrey Epstein had lots of other very famous 
friends as well, and it has been documented that his “black book” was absolutely 
filled with marquee names from Hollywood, Wall Street and Washington. But despite 
everything that we knew about what was going on, for a very long time it looked like 
justice would never be served. Epstein got an absolutely ridiculous sweetheart deal 
from prosecutors in 2008, and none of his famous friends were ever charged with 
anything. They all probably thought that they had escaped the grasp of law 
enforcement forever, but this month everything has suddenly changed. 

Merkel Hit With 3rd Bout Of Bizarre Public-Shaking, Says 
She Is "Feeling Very Good"  



For the third time in mere weeks, German Chancellor Angela Merkel was seen visibly 
shaking during another high-profile diplomatic meeting, this time as she welcomed 
Finnish Prime Minister Antti Rinne as the countries’ anthems played. 

As Bloomberg notes, the latest scare puts pressure on Merkel’s office to provide fuller 
transparency about her health. Until now, the shaking episodes were attributed to 
dehydration and the subsequent psychological effects. 

But, perhaps, as Tom Luongo details below, Merkel has good reason to shake... 

German Economic Heart Troubles 

Yesterday's note about German chemical giant BASF at Zerohedge urges me to 
remind you that I warned Germany’s economy was falling off a cliff back in 
April 

In "Radical Overhaul" 20,000 Deutsche Bankers Will Be 
Fired As "Bad Bank" Soars To €80BN, 5x DB's Market Cap  

As we noted at the time, it would hardly come as a surprise that the German bank best 
known for housing €43.5 trillion in gross derivatives notional (something we first 
pointed out way back in 2013)... 

There is one final problem: in the summer of 2016, just a month before fears about 
the viability of DB sent its stock careening lower and prompting Angela Merkel to 
discuss whether or not DB will be nationalized, the IMF found that Deutsche Bank 
is "the bank that poses the greatest risk to the global financial system": 

 
These are the "twin towers" of the Deutsche Bank head office in Hamburg.  Will these 
"twin towers" fall in the biggest banking collapse in world history and bring down the 
whole Euro zone banking system? 
 

JP Morgan ship seized with $1 billion worth of Cocaine (20 
tons) 

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/cocaine-ship-jpmorgan-owns-vessel-
seized-by-us-cbp-2019-7-1028340025 



Federal prosecutors in Philadelphia have seized a container ship operated by the 
Mediterranean Shipping Co., weeks after authorities found more than $1 billion 
worth of cocaine on the vessel in what was one of the largest drug busts in American 
history. 

The largest drug bust in American history, a billion dollars in cocaine, in a ship 
belonging to J.P.Morgan?  Guess there are going to be a lot of anxious New York 
traders wondering when their next 'fix" is going to arrive. 
 
We are in a period of transition.  The old world of money and politics is not going to 
survive the coming shake ups.  Technology is collapsing old power structures. People 
are on the move.  Borders are collapsing.  Democracies are failing. Dictators are 
falling. 
 
The new world coming will be defined and re-created by the Spirit of God as He once 
again moves on the darkness covering the earth to create a new world order.  Once 
again the Lord will say "Let there be light..." on the hidden works of darkness.  Let 
there be Godly order out of the Satanic confusion.  Let there be a new mankind re-
created in God's image. Let there be a new earth cleansed of pollution. Let there be 
abundance for all to enjoy.  Let all the earth praise the Lord and every knee bow and 
every tongue confess Jesus is Lord. 
 
This is the new world order...the coming feast of Tabernacles when the New 
Jerusalem will be assembled on earth to manifest the presence of God on earth, to heal 
the nations....that is what is coming. And there is a lot of man-made rubbish that needs 
to be removed to make way for God's Kingdom. 
 
And all old systems that cannot survive the fire storms of God will collapse as the 
people of the earth come to the New Jerusalem bringing their gifts to the Lord saying 
"teach us your ways..." 


